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SHRINKFAST INTRODUCES THE MODEL MZ HEAT TOOL
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE DIY MARKET
NEWPORT, NEW HAMPSHIRE, March 2018 - With a keen eye for the future protection of
outdoor homeowner assets, Shrinkfast® launches a heat tool designed specifically for the do-ityourself market so they can more easily shrink wrap and better protect their property.
The model MZ is designed specifically to be more forgiving and user friendly compared to
existing industrial strength heat tools that provide 200,000+ BTUs of power. “A homeowner does
not need that kind of power if they want to wrap a boat in their own backyard,” said Ryan Polcyn,
Vice President of Dr. Shrink, Inc, a leading distributor of Shrinkfast heat tools. “The MZ’s
output is perfect for wrapping those backyard assets you want to protect from the weather and
shrink wrap is so much more effective than a tarp which usually tears apart during a harsh winter.”
The model MZ weighs only 1.75 lbs., operates off a standard BBQ grill propane tank and packs
50,000 BTUs of power. With an output temperature of 729 degrees Fahrenheit, the user has the
perfect tool for shrinking a standard 7-mil piece of shrink film. With both UL (Underwriter’s
Laboratories) and CUL (Canadian Division of UL) testing certifications, the MZ has all of the
necessary safety features for the consumer market.
With a patented ignition system, one year warranty and built in the United States, the MZ is now
the best solution for protecting consumer assets such as boats, patio furniture, campers, tractors,
temporary roof structures and any other item that requires temporary or long term storage.
Worldwide Representation:
Shrinkfast headquarters are located in Newport, New Hampshire and manufacturer the most
widely used heat tools in the shrink wrapping industry. Shrinkfast heat tools are sold around the
world with over 135 distributors. These distributors offer Shrinkfast heat tools along with the
shrink film accessories to provide customers a complete service when shrink wrapping any
application. Shrinkfast propane fired heat tools are widely used in the following industries:








Packaging & Transportation
Marina
Agricultural
Construction
Industrial
Military
Consumer/DIY

